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HOW MUCH IS RHIC DIFFERENT FROM SPS?COMPARISON OF THE p?-SPECTRA�Wojieh Broniowski and Wojieh FlorkowskiHenryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived April 9, 2002)We show, by means of a simple ompilation of the available experimen-tal results, that the p?-spetra obtained at RHIC and SPS are strikinglysimilar up to p? ' 1:5�2 GeV. Our observation is omplementary to thewell known fat of the equality of the measured Rside and Rout HBT radiiat RHIC and SPS. In essene, it points out that the transverse size of the�reylinder and the strength of the transverse �ow are not signi�antlyhanged between SPS and RHIC. This suggests that a saturation meha-nism is e�etive already at SPS. We also point out that the dominane ofprotons over �+ at large p? an be seen already in the SPS data.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q, 25.75.Dw, 25.75.Ld1. IntrodutionThe pertinent question in the �eld of relativisti heavy-ion ollisions iswhether the physis at RHIC is qualitatively di�erent from the physis atSPS. In our opinion, the available experimental results hint that this is notthe ase, at least for soft proesses.In this paper we ompile the transverse-momentum spetra of hadronsmeasured by various groups at SPS and RHIC. Surprisingly, to our knowl-edge suh a study has not been presented before. We use the data ofNA44 [1℄, NA49 [2℄, PHENIX [3℄, and STAR [4�6℄, and show that thereexist disrepanies between the NA44 and the NA49 data, as well as be-tween the PHENIX and the STAR data. In fat, these disrepanies areof the same size as the di�erenes between SPS and RHIC. More preisely,within the experimental unertainties, whih are quite large, one �nds thatthe slopes of the p?-spetra at RHIC are ompatible with those at SPS.� Supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN), grant 2P03B 09419. (1935)



1936 W. Broniowski, W. FlorkowskiThis observation is omplementary to the well known fat of the very weakbeam-energy dependene of the transverse HBT radii. Similarity of both,the transverse size and the p?-spetra of hadrons, indiates that the amountof the transverse �ow annot be signi�antly di�erent at the two onsideredollision energies.The transverse HBT radii Rside and Rout measured [7�9℄ in the �rst runof RHIC are very lose to those measured in heavy-ion ollisions at smallerbeam energies. Only the longitudinal radius Rlong exhibits a monotonigrowth with psNN (for a ompilation of the data at di�erent energies see,e.g., Ref. [7℄). The weak energy dependene of the transverse radii is sur-prising, sine the RHIC beam energy, psNN = 130 GeV, is almost one orderof magnitude larger than the SPS energy, psNN =17 GeV, and one wouldnaively expet that muh larger hadroni systems were produed at RHIC.One would also expet a longer lifetime of the hadroni �reball formed atRHIC, whih should be re�eted in a longer emission times of pions. Thise�et is quanti�ed by the measurement of the ratio Rout=Rside, whih is ex-peted to be muh larger than unity for long emission duration [10℄. Theexperimental measurements indiate, however, that Rout=Rside is ompati-ble with unity in the whole range of the studied transverse-momentum range(0:2 < kT < 1:0 GeV). This fat is another puzzle of the analysis of the RHICdata.On the other hand, the �rst measurements at RHIC showed that thepseudorapidity densities of harged partiles are higher than those observedat SPS. Can this e�et be reoniled with pratially unhanged transverseradii? For the most entral ollisions, PHOBOS ommuniated the valuehNhi = 555�12�35 [11℄, BRAHMS the value hNhi = 549�1�35, whereasPHENIX obtained hNhi = 622 � 1 � 41 [12℄. Normalizing per partiipantpair yields hNhi=(0:5hNparti) = 3:2 for both PHOBOS and BRAHMS, andhNhi=(0:5hNparti) = 3:6 for PHENIX. These numbers may be ompared tothe NA49 result, 1.9 [11,13℄, and the WA98 result, 2.6 [14℄. We an see thatthe multipliity inreases by about 50% when we move from SPS to RHIC.A simple geometri saling suggests that the transverse radius inreases,orrespondingly, as a square root, i.e., by about 20%. Thus, the observedinrease of the multipliity translates to moderately small inrease of thetransverse radii. Clearly, the di�erene between the NA49 multipliity andthe WA98 multipliity, as well as the errors of eah partiular experiment,lead to the unertainty in the determination of the geometri parameters.The weak dependene of Rside from SPS to RHIC means that the trans-verse size of the �reylinder hanges very little. If this is the fat, than theamount of the transverse hydrodynami �ow should also be similar, sineit is di�ult to imagine that a muh stronger �ow would lead to the sametransverse size at freeze-out. To the ontrary, the STAR results for the



How Muh is RHIC Di�erent from SPS . . . 1937p?-spetra have been interpreted as an indiation of a muh stronger �owat RHIC. Below we redo the simple analysis of the hadroni spetra andshow that the errors in the �ow parameter are very large, suh that oneannot de�nitely onlude that the �ow is stronger at RHIC. Moreover, thePHENIX data suggest a muh lower �ow than STAR, suh that it beomesompatible with the �ow at SPS, as obtained from NA44 and NA49.2. Compilation of the p?-spetra measured at SPS and RHICWe begin by just displaying the experimental results from various groupsin a single plot. In Fig. 1 we plot the p?-spetra of ��, K�, �p, and ��.Similarly, in Fig. 2 we show the p?-spetra of �+, K+, p, and �. Theolleted data ome from the measurements done at midrapidity for themost entral events [1�6℄. A striking feature of Fig. 1 is a very impres-

Fig. 1. Comparison of the mid-rapidity p?-spetra of ��, K�, �p, and �� for themost entral ollisions of Pb+Pb at psNN = 17 GeV (NA44, NA49) and Au+Auat psNN = 130 GeV (PHENIX, STAR). The STAR data for �� and K�, and theNA49 data are preliminary.



1938 W. Broniowski, W. Florkowskisive agreement between di�erent experiments for the pions. In the range0.4 < p? < 1.0 GeV, the data from NA49 oinide with the data fromPHENIX and STAR, whereas the data from NA44 show the same slopewith a slightly smaller normalization due to a di�erent entrality hoie (seethe disussion below). A very similar p?-dependene is also seen in thespetra of kaons, �p, and �� measured by di�erent experiments. In this ase,however, a di�erent normalization of the spetra between SPS and RHICdata is learly seen. In Fig. 2 one an learly see similarities in the shapesof the pion as well as the kaon spetra measured by NA44 and PHENIX.

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for �+, K+, p, and �.If the plots for mesons and baryons were overlaid (f. [15,16℄), one ouldsee that the PHENIX data have the property that the p?-spetra of �+ andp ross around p? = 2 GeV, suh that there are more protons than �+ atlarge momenta. We wish to stress that the same phenomenon an be seenalready at SPS, where the protons dominate �+ at p? > 1 GeV. The lowervalue of the rossing point re�ets a muh higher proton density at SPSompared to RHIC.



How Muh is RHIC Di�erent from SPS . . . 1939At RHIC, the �anomalous� [3,17℄ feature of the spetra is the dominaneof �p over �� at p? > 2 GeV. One ould speulate that a similar behaviormight our already at SPS, if the measurements had been arried out to suf-�iently high momenta. Indeed, when the NA44 data are extrapolated withsimple exponential funtions, then one �nds that a rossing ours aroundp? = 2:5 GeV. Sine the exponential �ts may not work over the large rangein p?, this phenomenon remains a speulation till veri�ed experimentally.In order to see the similarities between the data even more vividly, wesale the normalization of the spetra in the following way:1. In the NA49 data we undo the orretions for the feeding of protonsand antiprotons from weak deays. Aording to Ref. [2℄, this orre-tion is about 30%, thus we divide the NA49 data for p and �p by thefator 0.7.2. The most entral data from NA44 orrespond to the average impatparameter hbi = 5 fm, whereas the most entral NA49 data orrespondto hbi= 2 fm [1℄. This di�erene explains a smaller normalization of theNA44 data. We orret for the entrality hoie of NA44, multiplyingall NA44 spetra by an eduated-guess fator of 1.5.3. Inspired by the suess of the thermal approah, we sale the spetraby the fator exp[�(B�B +S�S + I3�I)=T ℄, where T is the freeze-outtemperature, B, S, and I3 are the baryon number, strangeness, andthe third omponent of the isospin of the partile, respetively, and�B , �S, and �I are the orresponding hemial potentials. At SPS(Pb+Pb, psNN = 17 GeV) [18℄T = 164 MeV; �B = 229 MeV; �S = 54 MeV; �I = �7 MeV; (1)while at RHIC (Au+Au, psNN = 130 GeV) [19℄T = 165 MeV; �B = 41 MeV; �S = 9 MeV; �I = �1 MeV : (2)Sine in the thermal model the (original) spetra are proportional tothe fator exp[(B�B + S�S + I3�I)=T ℄ (for the Boltzmann statistis,whih works very well), our resaling approximately removes the e�etsof di�erent hemial potentials at RHIC and SPS. Due to resonanedeays, even within the thermal model the saling is not exat, butapproximate1.1 For instane, a larger baryon hemial potential leads to a larger pion yield from theproess � ! �N , hene the seondary pions are sensitive to the baryon hemialpotential.



1940 W. Broniowski, W. FlorkowskiThe desribed resaling is not neessary for our analysis, and has noimpat on the onlusions. However, it is useful, sine it brings the spetraloser and makes the eye-ball omparison easier. The results are shown inFigs. 3 and 4. For the pions, the four measurements agree very well in theoverlap region. For the kaons, the NA49 data have a visibly larger slope,while the three other sets of data overlap. The measurements for protonsand �p agree as well. The spetra of � and �� have smaller slopes in theSTAR measurement ompared to NA49. One should bare in mind thatthe statistial errors are typially of the order of a few perent, and thesystemati errors are around 10%. Hene, within the experimental errors,there are no signi�ant di�erenes between SPS and RHIC whih ouldindiate di�erent physis. Moreover, the small di�erene between NA44 andNA49, and between PHENIX and STAR, whih one may observe in Figs. 3and 4 is of the same magnitude as the di�erene between SPS and RHIC.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 1 for the resaled spetra.
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2 for the resaled spetra.3. Exponential �tsIn this setion we wish to quantify the eye-ball observations from Figs. 3and 4. The most popular method is to �t the spetra to the exponentialfuntion, and ompare the parameters. In fat, this is the most eonomiand ommon way of presenting the data, and the di�erenes in the slopeparameters of partiles of di�erent masses are interpreted as the signatureof the transverse �ow [20, 21℄. Hene, we �t the funtion2d2Nm?dm?dy ����y=0 = A exp(�m?=�) (3)to eah resaled spetrum, independently for di�erent experimental groups3.The method is as follows: we onstrain the �t to p? < 2GeV (this has2 Other forms used in the literature, di�ering by the power of m?, lead to similarqualitative onlusions.3 We note that the slope parameters, �, �tted in many papers, depend strongly onthe hoie of the range in p? (see, e.g., the disussion in [22℄). Here we use theavailable data ranges with p? < 2 GeV. Beause of the lak of strit thermodynamiinterpretation, we refrain from alling � the temperature of the spetrum.



1942 W. Broniowski, W. Florkowskirelevane for the PHENIX data, and for � and �� measured by STAR). Forsimpliity, we assume a 15% error on every point. This is in the ballparkof the errors given by the experimental groups. Then, the �2 funtion isminimized with respet to the A and � parameters.The results are shown in Fig. 5. The �rst feature to notie are large or-relations between � and A, whih lead to sizeable errors in these parameters.The optimum values for �, denoted in Fig. 5 by rosses, and the errors are

Fig. 5. The ontours of ��2 = 1 for various �ts of the resaled mid-rapidityp?-spetra to the exponential form A exp(�m?=�). Optimum values are denotedby rosses. The numbers in parentheses are the values of the �2 per degree offreedom at the optimum. The data for NA49 and the STAR data for �� and K�are preliminary.



How Muh is RHIC Di�erent from SPS . . . 1943listed in Table I. While the optimum values agree with the estimates madein other papers [1�4℄, our errors are signi�antly larger for the ase of STARand NA49. The physially relevant parameter is the inverse slope, �, whilethe norm parameter, A, arries the ambiguities desribed above (resaling).Hene, if the results of the two data sets are to be onsistent, then the rangesof � (and not neessarily A) should overlap. We note from Fig. 5 that this isbasially the ase for NA44 and NA49, exept perhaps the ase of �+. TheSTAR and PHENIX data are muh less onsistent, espeially for the ase of��. For kaons, protons, and �p, the PHENIX data agree within errors withNA44 and NA49. Some aution is needed in the interpretation of Fig. 5,sine the �ts are made over di�erent ranges in p?, and the form used forthe �t has no sound physial ground. Yet, there are indiations for disrep-anies between STAR and PHENIX. Also, it is lear that only the STARdata suggest larger values of � (albeit with large errors), whih would meanlarger transverse �ow. If PHENIX data are used, no suh onlusion omesout, sine the PHENIX data are basially onsistent with SPS. Note alsothat the quality of the �t, indiated by the value of �2 at the optimum, isworst for the ase of pions from PHENIX. This re�ets the inappliabilityof the simple exponential parameterization over the large range in p?.TABLE IOur values for the inverse-slope parameters, �, in units of MeV, �tted to mid-rapidity data from the most-entral ollisions of Pb+Pb at psNN = 17 GeV(NA44 [1℄, NA49 [2℄) and Au + Au atpsNN = 130GeV (PHENIX [3℄, STAR [4�6℄).The �t inludes data points up to 2 GeV. The NA49 data, and the STAR data for�� and K� are preliminary.NA44 NA49 PHENIX STAR�+ 211� 4 183� 8 218� 7�� 207� 4 190� 8 229� 6 176� 12K+ 235� 4 211� 22 230� 8K� 227� 4 207� 21 231� 7 301� 43p 284� 12 344� 68 304� 12�p 294� 14 397� 100 342� 15 569� 122� 294� 24 372� 22�� 298� 27 398� 25



1944 W. Broniowski, W. FlorkowskiThe �nal remark of this setion onerns the multipliities of partiles,dNdy ����y=0 = 1Z0 dp?p? d2Np?dp?dy ����y=0 : (4)The integrand in Eq. (4) peaks at p? ' 0:25 GeV for the pions, and 0.6 GeVfor the protons. Therefore, muh of the strength omes from the p? regionnot overed by the data. The neessary extrapolation brings systematiunertainties to dN=dy and may be a soure of disrepanies between variousquoted numbers. 4. A model alulationThe estimates of the transverse �ow must be based on model alu-lations whih inlude this e�et, as well as other potentially importantphysial e�ets. In this setion we apply the single-freeze-out model, whihhas been used suessfully to desribe the p?-spetra at RHIC. The modelhas been desribed in detail in Refs. [15, 16, 22℄, and here we only list itsbasi features: (i) simultaneous hemial and thermal freeze-out of thehadroni matter, (ii) inlusion of all hadroni resonanes, and (iii) a sim-ple parametrization of the freeze-out hypersurfae, whih is de�ned by theondition � = pt2 � x2 � y2 � z2 = onst. The hydrodynami �ow on thefreeze-out hypersurfae is taken in the form resembling the Hubble law, i.e.,u� = x�=� . That way both the longitudinal and transverse �ows are builtin. The single-freeze-out model has two thermodynami parameters (tem-perature and the baryon hemial potential) whih are �xed by the global�t to the relative partile yields (f. Eqs. (1), (2)). The extra two param-eters (� and the transverse radius of the �reylinder �max) determine theoverall normalization and the shape of the spetra. In our present alula-tion the thermodynami parameters are the same as those used previouslyin Set. 24. Then, the expansion parameters � and �max are �xed separatelyto the data of eah experimental group. They determine, in eah partiularase, the maximal transverse �ow, given by the model formula�max? = �maxp�2 + �2max : (5)The average value of the transverse �ow veloity, h�?i, is very lose to(2=3) �max? .4 We note that T and �B are the only independent thermodynami parameters, sine�S and �I follow from the onservation of strangeness and eletri harge.



How Muh is RHIC Di�erent from SPS . . . 1945The results are presented in Fig. 6, where we show the optimum val-ues for the invariant time, � , and the �ow parameter, �max, together withtheir errors. If the results were internaly onsistent, the �tted values wouldoverlap. This is not the ase. The �t to NA44 is far away from the �t toNA49, and the �t to STAR is far away from the �t to PHENIX. Amusingly,PHENIX is lose to NA44, and STAR is lose to NA49. The grand averageof �max from ombined PHENIX and STAR is lose to the average fromombined NA44 and NA49 experiments. These results indiate that evenwithin a model apable of explaining the spetra one annot onlude of alarger transverse �ow at RHIC ompared to SPS.

Fig. 6. The ontours of ��2 = 1 for �ts of the ombined mid-rapidity p?-spetrato the single-freeze-out model of Refs. [15, 22℄. The parameters � and �max? arede�ned in the text. The optimum values of the parameters are denoted by rosses.The numbers in parentheses are the values of the �2 per degree of freedom at theoptimum. The NA49 data and the STAR data for �� and K� are preliminary.5. ConlusionsHere are our main points:1. The similarity of p?-spetra at SPS and RHIC in the data range sug-gests similar soft physis. We have argued that the ombined presentdata do not lead to the onlusion of muh larger transverse �ow atRHIC. Only the STAR data for �p and K� support this view, althoughwith large experimental unertainty. The PHENIX data are ompati-ble with the same transverse �ow as in SPS.



1946 W. Broniowski, W. Florkowski2. The property of the spetra that there are more protons than �+ atlarge p? an be seen not only in the RHIC data, but also in the SPSdata.3. At the moment the experimental disrepanies between NA44 andNA49, and between STAR and PHENIX are of the same magnitudeas the disrepanies between SPS and RHIC. With better data moreaurate onlusion would be ahieved. In partiular, the RHIC mea-surements at lower energies will be very useful in verifying theoretialhypotheses. The use of models failing to reprodue the RHIC datashould be, if possible, avoided in the modeling of detetors and in theanalysis of the data. Also, the frequently made orretions for weakdeays are not very useful, sine these an be aounted for withoutdi�ulty in theoretial models. When omparing the orreted datamuh are is needed as to how the feeding from weak deays has beensubtrated.4. We reall that the freeze-out temperatures used in the framework ofthermal models have saturated (ompare Eqs. (1) and (2)), whih wasnot yet the ase at AGS energies. Note, however, that the thermalapproah works well for the AGS data [23, 24℄ and for elementaryollisions [25℄.5. The transverse HBT radii and the slopes of the spetra are similar atSPS and RHIC, whih implies similar transverse �ow, or, in general,similar soft transverse physis. The partile yields inreased by 50%from SPS to RHIC naturally result in 20% inrease of the transversesize and �ow. We also reall that the magnitude of the ellipti �owoe�ient, v2, is similar from SPS to RHIC [26℄.6. The similarity of the soft physis at RHIC and SPS may be explainedby the parton saturation phenomenon [27,28℄ (senario (2) of Ref. [29℄).If the onset of saturation ours already at SPS energies, then the ini-tial onditions for the multipartile prodution are similar at SPS andRHIC, explaining the similarities disussed in this paper. The situa-tion is reminisent of the Hagedorn saturation [30�32℄ in elementaryollisions, where the further inrease of the ollision energy does notlead to inreased temperature.7. The property of the saturation of soft physis, or at least the very weakdependene on the ollision energy, should help to verify and onstrainvarious models. The inomplete list of the most popular approahesand ideas inludes: thermal models [15, 16, 19, 33�38℄, hydrodynamimodels [39�49℄, transport theories [10℄, and saturation models [29℄.
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